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Brussels, 7 May 2003

Commission authorises Germany to grant EUR 3.3
billion aid to its coal industry

The European Commission has decided today not to raise any objections to
the � 3.3 billion aid package which Germany is proposing to grant to its coal
industry for the year 2003. The Commission has also approved a
restructuring plan for the German coal industry covering the period 2003 to
2007. Both aids are compatible with the proper functioning of the common
market.

The total amount of proposed aid for the year 2003 is � 3,323.5 million. This aid can
be divided in :
- Aid for the reduction of activity : � 390.6 million
- Production aid : � 2,163.0 million
- Aid to cover exceptional costs : � 769.9 million
- Bergmannsprämie (pecuniary benefit to miners) : � 22 million.
The aid for the reduction of activity is meant to cover the difference between
production costs and selling price. The mines which benefit from the aid for the
reduction of activity shall form part of a closure plan.
The aid for accessing coal reserves is current production aid and must help in the
operation of the mines. The state support will target specific measures to reduce
production costs and make their coal more competitive. Since the aid only covers the
financial costs of these measures it should be digressive.
The aid to cover exceptional costs is intended to cover the costs arising from or
having arisen from the rationalisation and restructuring of the coal industry that are
not related to current production.
The beneficiaries of the aid are the main coalmining companies RAG AG (� 3,317.3
million), Dr. A. Schaefer Bergbau GmbH (� 1 million) and Bergwerksgesellschaft
Merchweiler mbH (� 5.2 million).

Restructuring the German coal industry
The restructuring plan approved today by the Commission covers the period from
2003 to 2007, with data for the period from 2003 to 2005 provided in more detail.
The plan provides for a gradual reduction of financial aid to the German coalmining
industry that will lead to a permanent decrease in production. The aid will follow a
downward trend. This element is crucial in the assessment as the cornerstone of the
framework of Council Regulation on State aid to the coal industry1.
The Commission has come to the conclusion that the proposed aid measures
respect European legislation and are therefore compatible with and the proper
functioning of the common market.
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